TYR Tactical® Zip-On Platforms will adapt to nearly any plate carrier or vest that has a MOLLE back area creating a very scalable utilitarian solution for different mission requirements.

(DA) Direct Action Zip-On Platforms Compatibility:
These platforms only work with plate carriers that have hard sewn zippers on their back panels.
- EPIC™
- PICO-MVS
- GTOC
- PICO-MVW-ITL

(ST) Standard Zip-On Platforms Compatibility:
These platforms come with a zipper adapter which attaches via MOLLE onto the back of the plate carrier.
- PICO-PRO
- VENATOR®
- GPC
- PICO
- PICO-MV

TYR Tactical® MOLLE Platform 70 oz.
The TYR Tactical® MOLLE Platform 70 oz.
- 70 oz. Hydration Pouch
- MOLLE Front Pocket
- Mesh Medical Sleeve

(ST) Standard
TYR-APLF070

(DA) Direct Action
TYR-APLF070-DA